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The Shook Ones
.....................................
.
If you STOP IT, They Will Come.
.
................................................................................
.
.
>>"Black men you need to understand, the reason why black women are now take this route is because
you are beginning to walk off the plantation, you are beginning to say enough is enough and you are
realising that you deserve better and can do much better for yourselves. This is a direct threat not only to
the black woman’s position of state employment keeping black men and black society broken but also
by you walking away from black women, their state benefits and government treats are now under
serious threat of removal."<<
.
.........................................
.
OK LADIES.
.
.
Lets analyze this. According to this blog post, WE are the ones who are SHOOK because the black
MALE is leaving the bw behind. Oh really? Cuz its pretty hard to leave people behind when you no
longer EXIST. I told you that if you STOP IT - or even MENTION stopping it - you will begin to see
whats what. As long as your love (and womb) are a forgone conclusion, you won't see it. And as long as
you agree that black MALES are the prize, you won't see how their outer belief that THEY are The First
Cause - but INNER FEAR of YOUR being It - is a the ROOT of all of this mess. Read in between the
lines. Its being said that WE are the ones who are afraid, but what are we afraid of? Being abandoned?
Being abused? Being left to raise children alone? We have endured ALL of that and more, and ALL of
that would disappear if black males were to 'walk off the plantation". So what exactly are WE 'afraid' of
again? We've already FACED our worst fears.
.
.
Have THEY?
.
.
Lets discuss.
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.
...............................................................................
.
.
>>"By the way, by black women embarking upon a mission to abort black male children they are
actually speeding up the approach of the redundancy process, in the long-term future there will be no
black men for them to rule and lord over because they would have aborted them in the past, do you see
how stupid this modern-day black woman is and how she never thinks anything through?"<<
.
.......................................
.
So...all we want is to 'LORD" over black males? Really? Are WE the ones killing THEM at 3x the rate
of other groups? Are we the ones raping THEM at 60% rates? Exactly HOW will black womens lives
get WORSE if black males are no longer in the picture?
.
.
Lets discuss.
.
.
...............................................................................
.
>>"If Margaret Sanger was alive today black women would immediately run to her, worship, kiss and
wash the feet of this woman. Black women are already implementing this black male abortion policy, the
black female Youtuber Breukelen Bleu is a strong advocate of this regime and she has made it known in
no uncertain terms.
.
By the way the black witch known as Christelyn Karazin is close friends with the reprobate Breukelen
Bleu which gives you an even deeper understanding as to the disjointed mindset of the girl who swirls.
Black men, you need to wake up, these black women are satanic to the core, they love evil works, they
use God, the bible and christianity as a cover so that they can continue their wicked works unabated and
unchallenged."<<
.
................................................
.
Only uniformed people believe that Margaret Sanger invented abortion. LOL. And only those under the
Patriarchs/PIMParchs spell believe that women have not been exercising their right to choose since the
beginning of time. Also...its AMAZING how Christelyn Russell-Karazin is labled the 'witch', when it is
ME who has always mentioned Dark Goddess/Wisdom. These negros STAY tryna use me to come for
her. WHY? Why is SHE such a threat? What could POSSIBLY make a woman who encourages black
women to open their options WORSE that one who suggests voting out with their wombs? Swirling is
MORE of a threat than non-existence?
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.
.
Why?
.
.
Lets discuss.
.
.
.............................................................................................
.
>>"I informed you in Negro Wars that this modern-day black woman is nothing short of a cold-blooded
killer, she enjoys spilling the blood of others especially the innocent, hence her blood lust for murdering
unborn children. If you go to my post where I talked about 12 reasons why black men should abandon
black women, you will see comments from a black feminist lesbian blogger by the name of
Nlibertusonline."<<
.
..............................................
.
I see. So WE are the "cold blooded killers'? So whats all of THIS about then?
.
.
>> AA women 2. 5 more likely to be killed by a partner then whites women. No woman is more likely
to be murdered in the US, the BW.
.
.
Intimate-partner homicide is also among the leading causes of death for black women ages 15 to 35.
.
.
18.8% of Black Women experience rape or attempted rape.
.
.
60% of AA women experience sexual assault before the age of 18.
.
.
The Department of Justice estimates that for every white woman that reports her rape, at least 5 white
women do not report theirs; and yet, for every AA woman that reports her rape, at least 15 AfricanAmerican women do not report theirs.
.
.
NO woman is more likely to raped and no woman is more likely to be beaten, either by a stranger or by
someone she loves, then a BW.
.
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.
AA women are less likely to seek help from law enforcement because they feel it could be at the
expense of African-American men or community.
.
.
According to the Violence Policy Center, Black women are disproportionately being killed by gun
violence—the majority of it resulting from arguments in domestic partner disputes: Black females were
killed by males at a rate of 2.61 per 100,000 in single victim/single offender incidents, as compared to a
rate of 0.99 per 100,000 for White women. <<
.
.
And all of ^^^ is just in the United States.
.
Since 2000.
.
Sigh.
.
.
Black people have VERY selective outrage. Millions upon millions of rapes, abuses, molestations,
oppression, enslavement and MURDER of black women and girls has happened over the past 500 years
all over this world - most of which was at the hands of the black male...or because of his collusion with
others. Yet if you listen to THEM tell it, black women are the ones running around raping, enslaving &
murdering black males. Black people have internalized sexist beliefs so much, that the hurt and murder
of black women and girls is seen as par for the course, but any negative experience black males have is
seen as a travesty of monumental proportions. How could any Self Respecting Black Woman continue to
allow this narrative to dominate her view of history?
.
.
Lets discuss.
.
.
.............................................................................................
.
>>"Black men, at the end of the day there are plenty of other women around the world who do not have
an issue with you or bringing forth any child on your behalf, male or female. Stop chasing after these
bloodthirsty, murdering, satanic, devil worshipping black women, all they do is wallow in witchcraft,
dark wisdom, black magic and everything else evil, they are wicked individuals whom I have already
demonstrated hate you with a passion.
.
Black men, stop chasing after bureaucratic, devil spawn Satanists, seek out your solutions for love and
companionship elsewhere. How much more evidence do you require me to lay out on the table, the
writing was already on the wall when I first started covering this dysfunctional black woman and her
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innumerable transgressions, this evidence here is simply overspill, wake up black men."<<
.
.......................................
.
Did you know that you have made "innumerable transgressions" against black men? Lets talk about all
the ways YOU have 'transgressed' black males. I'd love to hear it.
.
.
Also...lets talk about all this "Devil worshipping' stuff yall supposedly doin. Most of yall are so afraid of
"Karma" coming to get you, I can't get you to even CONSIDER calling upon ANY force outside of
"Jesus" to help you! LOL. Yall scare'y as hell!! So did yall know that yall are in league with Beelzebub,
Satan and The Four Horseman??!! If yall are, I need to hear all about it cuz I think they got some
'splainin to do. I'ma need to see some receipts with all that soul-selling!!
.
LOLOLOLOL!!
.
.
They SHOOK Ladies. Its exactly as I told you. When you stop it, they will come and the Power you
never knew you had becomes their worst fear. Not White Supremacy. Not the Prison Industrial Complex.
Not Donald Trump and The Hunger Games.
.
.
You.
.
.
Do you understand NOW why I say the things I do? Do you get why I tell you you are The First Cause?
When you take back your Power, you put the fear of GOD in these niggas. What that can mean for you,
and how it can change your life is beyond anything you ever thought you knew.
.
.
On Friday we gone take about FIGHTING BACK. Tonight lets talk about The Shook Ones.
.
Cuz they ARE Shook. And I bet you you had NO idea what just the THOUGHT of you no longer
offering them your womb would do. Imagine what other powers you have.
.
.
;)
.
.
Lets discuss.
.
.
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